
WRITING PARAGRAPHS GRADE 7



SAMPLE PARAGRAPH

Chocolate has been shown to improve cardiovascular health. Cocoa, 
from which chocolate is made, contains flavonoids. The main flavonoids 
present in cocoa have been shown to relax blood vessels and lower 
blood pressure (Stresing 2004). When blood pressure is lowered, there 
is a reduced risk of health problems such as stroke and coronary heart 
disease. A study (Taubert et al. 2007) into the body’s response to the 
low consumption of cocoa found that these health benefits are 
comparable to those achieved through the use of conventional blood 
pressure medicine. Therefore, research indicates that small amounts of 
chocolate can indeed offer heart health benefits. 
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Chocolate has been shown to improve cardiovascular health. Cocoa, 
from which chocolate is made, contains flavonoids. The main flavonoids 
present in cocoa have been shown to relax blood vessels and lower 
blood pressure (Stresing 2004). When blood pressure is lowered, there 
is a reduced risk of health problems SUCH AS stroke and coronary heart 
disease. A study (Taubert et al. 2007) into the body’s response to the 
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KEY POINTS
TOPIC SENTENCE

SUPPORTING SENTENCE 1
 EVIDENCE 1
 EXPLANATION 1

SUPPORTING SENTENCE 2
 EVIDENCE 2
 EXPLANATION 2

SUPPORTING SENTENCE 3
 EVIDENCE 3
 EXPLANATION 3

CONCLUDING SENTENCE

CONNECTIVITY
REPETITION
PRONOUNS
LINKING WORDS

IN-TEXT CITATIONS



RESPONSE TO LITERATURE PARAGRAPH

John Updike presents the setting that is ugly, monotonous, and rigidly regulated, 
which illustrates the modern society. The author uses imagery in order to make the 
reader feel how sterile and lifeless the place is. For example, the fluorescent light is 
as blandly cool as the "checkerboard green-and-cream rubber tile floor" (Updike, 
486). Along with the light, the usual traffic in the store moves in one direction and 
everything is neatly organized and categorized in tidy aisles, which emphasizes 
uniformity of the place. The dehumanizing routine of this environment is further 
suggested by the narrator’s offhand references to the typical shoppers as "sheep," 
"house slaves," and "pigs” (Updike, 486). By the use of these term, the author wants 
to illustrate how people in such conditions do not think for themselves. With these 
regular customers who seem to walk through the store in a stupor, A&P reflects the 
conformist tendencies of the community.
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YOUR TURN! (GRADE 7)
Write a paragraph about the Internet

TOPIC SENTENCE: Internet is a useful tool for learning

SUPPORTING STATEMENT: Students can research information. 

EVIDENCE + EXPLANATION: Active learning more effective than lecture, a study 
(University of Washington)

SUPPORTING STATEMENT: Efficiency is boosted

EVIDENCE + EXPLANATION: Searching the internet is faster than searching 
encyclopedias 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT: Communication with peers faster

EVIDENCE + EXPLANATION: Chats & social media, group work for homework

CONCLUDING SENTENCE: Internet allows students to be productive 



YOUR TURN! (GRADE 8)

How does the author make the readers 
feel empathy towards the boy in “On the 
Sidewalk Bleeding”?


